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In image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) of prostate cancer, delineation of the clinical target volume (CTV) often relies on magnetic resonance (MR) because of its good soft-tissue visualization. Registration of MR and computed tomography (CT) is required in order to add this accurate delineation to the dose planning CT. An automatic approach for local MR-CT registration of the prostate has previously been developed using a voxel property-based registration as an alternative to a manual landmark-based registration. The aim of this study is to compare the two registration approaches and to investigate the clinical potential for replacing the manual registration with the automatic registration. Registrations and analysis were performed for 30 prostate cancer patients treated with IGRT using a Ni-Ti prostate stent as a fiducial marker. The comparison included computing translational and rotational differences between the approaches, visual inspection, and computing the overlap of the CTV. The computed mean translational difference was 1.65, 1.60, and 1.80 mm and the computed mean rotational difference was 1.51°, 3.93°, and 2.09° in the superior/inferior, anterior/posterior, and medial/lateral direction, respectively. The sensitivity of overlap was 87%. The results demonstrate that the automatic registration approach performs registrations comparable to the manual registration.

PACS number(s): 87.57.nj, 87.61.-c, 87.57.Q-, 87.56.J-
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I. INTRODUCTION

Planning image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) of prostate cancer often benefits from several imaging technologies. Computed tomography (CT) is the standard imaging modality for planning of IGRT of prostate cancer. However, studies have shown that a delineation of the clinical target volume (CTV) using CT leads to an overestimation of the CTV. CTVs up to 40% larger have been found on CT when compared to using magnetic resonance (MR) for CTV delineation.1,2,3 As a consequence, MR imaging is commonly used for accurate soft-tissue delineation of the prostate as the CTV and CT images are used for radiation dose calculations. The use of multimodal imaging requires registration of MR and CT for mapping accurate soft-tissue delineations from MR to CT for dose planning.

An important challenge in the registration process relates to the movement of the prostate between scans, which can occur relatively to the pelvic bones and neighboring organs in the pelvic. This may result in an inaccurate alignment of the prostate in MR and CT if the registration is based on an alignment of the pelvic bones.4,5,6 The movement can be accounted for in
a conservative planning based on alignment of pelvic bones or external contours and adding large margins to the CTV. However, this may result in increased radiation toxicity of the normal surrounding tissue, such as the rectum and bladder.\(^8\)

To be able to reduce margins added to the CTV, a local registration of the prostate is needed to ensure an accurate alignment of the prostate in MR and CT. A local registration can be obtained by fiducial markers, which are implanted into the prostate gland and can be regarded as common visualized structures in MR and CT. Previous studies have performed local rigid MR-CT registration of the prostate based on registrations using implanted fiducial markers. Landmark-based registration,\(^8\)-\(^10\) segmentation-based registration,\(^11\) or voxel property-based registration\(^12\)-\(^14\) have all been applied. Automatic image registration benefits from objectivity in the registrations as the registration quality is observer-independent. Furthermore, it saves manual labor in the clinic as the observer does not need to select corresponding landmarks in MR and CT.

The use of fiducial markers in a rigid registration of MR and CT, as in the previously listed studies, relies on an assumption that the prostate does not deform but only moves relatively to the pelvic bones. This assumption has been investigated and discussed in a number of studies.\(^15\)-\(^19\) Kerkhof et al.\(^15\) investigated the prostate deformation based on manual prostate delineations in MR scans. They found that prostate deformation can occur due to differences in rectum filling, but that it was difficult to distinguish the delineation uncertainties and the prostate deformation.

The conclusion of the study was that with the currently used margins of more than 4 mm and the treatment divided into fractions, the increase of rectum dose caused by prostate deformation can be negligible. These findings are supported in the studies by van der Wielen et al.,\(^16\) Dehnad et al.,\(^20\) and Deurloo et al.\(^17\) where fiducial markers implanted into the prostate and CT prostate delineation, respectively, were used to investigate the prostate deformation. Other studies\(^18\),\(^19\) have found that prostate deformation can occur and is an important source of uncertainty in radiotherapy of prostate cancer. An endorectal coil is frequently used to improve the MR quality and to limit prostate movement. However, the use of an endorectal coil causes deformations of the prostate,\(^21\) which complicates the registration process by requiring a need for a nonrigid registration. Limitations in studies investigating prostate deformation include a possible migration of the fiducial markers in cases where they are used as surrogates for deformation, as was done in the van der Wielen\(^16\) and Deurloo studies,\(^17\) and delineation errors when prostate delineations are used as surrogates for prostate deformation, as in the work by Kerkhof et al.\(^15\) and Deurloo et al.\(^17\).

Comparison of image registration approaches have previously been performed in a number of studies.\(^22\)-\(^26\) West et al.\(^22\) established a ground-truth registration using a manual landmark-based registration, which can be used for comparison of new approaches for brain registration. Volume overlap measures in form of Jaccard index or Dice similarity coefficient (DSC)\(^24\),\(^25\) and distance measures in form of Hausdorff distance and mean surface distance\(^25\),\(^26\) have been used to compare registration methods.

Carl et al.\(^10\),\(^27\) have presented a removable thermoexpandable Ni-Ti prostate stent as an alternative to gold markers, which is now used in the clinic at Aalborg University Hospital. A recent study has found a significantly smaller CTV and reduced urinary frequency and urinary retention toxicity scores using MR images followed by a MR-CT registration using the stent as a fiducial marker, when compared to long-term toxicity when CT was used for prostate delineation.\(^28\)

The objective of this paper is to compare two approaches previously presented for MR-CT registration that have used the Ni-Ti prostate stent as the fiducial marker. The first approach is based on manually defined landmarks on the prostate stent and on the pelvic bones and is now the clinical practice at Aalborg University Hospital.\(^10\) The second approach is an automatic approach using the voxel similarity measure mutual information for a local registration of the prostate stent and a tightly surrounding volume.\(^14\) The comparison was performed by comparing the translational and rotational differences for the CTV volume and anatomical overlap of the CTV between the two approaches.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Imaging data acquisition
Data from 30 patients was used and consisted of spiral CT images (GE Medical Systems, San Francisco, CA) with an image matrix of 512 × 512 × 16 corresponding to a voxel size of 1 × 1 × 2.5 mm³ (2.5 mm slice thickness, 2.5 spacing, 120 kVp, acquisition time 20 s) and axial $T_2$-weighted (FSE, TE = 81 ms, TR = 2800 ms, NA = 2, 3 mm slice thickness, 3 mm spacing, acquisition time 15 min) 1.5 Tesla MR scans (GE Medical Systems) obtained with a body coil with an image matrix of 512 × 512 × 16 corresponding to a voxel size of 0.55 × 0.55 × 3 mm³.

Only $T_2$-weighted MR images were acquired. Both axial MR and axial CT scans were acquired supine using knee and feet flexion, and the time between the two scans was between zero and five days. No special measures were taken to reduce motion.

The patients were all diagnosed with local or locally advanced prostate cancer and referred to the Department of Oncology at Aalborg University Hospital for radiotherapy treatment. The prostate was manually delineated by an experienced clinician slice-wise on the axial MR and was used as the CTV for the radiotherapy treatment. The insertion of the prostate stent was performed using locally urethral anesthesia and prophylactic antibiotics (Ibrufen and Ciproxin).

The catheter was inserted to the correct position and the collar of the stent was then expanded using 50 ml 60°C hot water. The length of the stent was adapted to the individual patient based on an estimation of the length of the urethral part of prostate using a diagnostic MR scan. The outer diameter of the cylinder shape part of the stent was 7 mm and for the fully expanded collar 14 mm. The noninvasive insertion procedure, together with a possibility of easy removal of the prostate stent, is one of the benefits of the prostate stent compared with alternative fiducial markers. Advantages using the prostate stent in the MR-CT registration include fewer artifacts in CT and the fact that it is clearly visible in MR. Other advantages are that the stent itself is one large 3D object and it does not migrate over time.\(^{(10,29)}\)

B. Methods for MR-CT registration
The manual approach used four or five selected anatomical landmarks to perform a rigid registration of MR and CT. Three landmarks were defined on the prostate stent, one each at the cranial, middle, and caudal end of the stent. Another one or two anatomical landmarks were defined, one anterior and one lateral to the prostate surface but as close to the prostate surface as possible. To weight the landmarks on the stent as much as possible, it was sought only to use one anatomical landmark placed at the symphysis pubis between the two pubic arches. In the cases with large prostate movement, another landmark was placed in one of the pelvic bones. The anatomical landmarks were moved if they had an impact of the alignment of the prostate stent in MR and CT. The anatomical landmarks were defined to constrain rotations about the central axis of the stent. The registration that resulted in a minimized root-mean-square distance between landmarks was then determined and the MR image was transformed. Manual registrations were performed between March 2007 and May 2009\(^{(10)}\) using Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems) in which the root-mean-square distance between each landmark pair was automatically minimized.

The automatic approach performed a rigid registration in a two-step voxel property-based approach, which used the voxel similarity measure mutual information presented by Collignon et al.\(^{(30)}\) in both steps. The goal of the first step was to align the pelvic bones, which was achieved in the first registration step using all voxels in the image datasets. The first step was used as an initial alignment and to enable rotational constraints to prevent rotations about the central axis of the stent. Second, a local registration using the rotational constraints was performed based on a manually defined region, which tightly surrounded the prostate stent.\(^{(14)}\) The registration was performed using the registration tool minctracc (MINC Tool Kit, McConnell Brain Imaging Centre, Montreal, Canada).\(^{(31)}\)
C. Methods for comparison of registrations

Three experiments were performed to compare the registration approaches. The first experiment investigated translational and rotational differences of the CTV after registration with each of the two registration approaches. This was obtained by extracting 1000 random point coordinates automatically inside the CTV volume in MR to investigate the difference in translation and rotation of tumor, which was included in the CTV. The 1000 points were then registered with each of the two registration approaches, and the rotational and translational differences after registration were calculated, as well as the distance between the random points after registration.

The second experiment investigated the registration effect on the CTV by computing the overlap of CTVs produced by each registration. Identical transformations will give an overlap of one and the larger the differences in the transformations, the lower the overlap. The overlap was calculated as the DSC (Eq. (1)) and sensitivity (Eq. (2)).

\[
DSC(CTV_{\text{man}}, CTV_{\text{auto}}) = \frac{|CTV_{\text{man}} \cap CTV_{\text{auto}}|}{|CTV_{\text{man}} + CTV_{\text{auto}}|},
\]

where \( CTV_{\text{man}} \) is the CTV after the manual registration and \( CTV_{\text{auto}} \) is the CTV after the automatic registration.

\[
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{\text{Number of common voxels}}{\text{Number of common voxels} + \text{Number of uncommon voxels}}
\]

Sensitivity was used as a measure of the number of common voxels in the CTV between the two registration approaches compared to the number of uncommon voxels in CTV between the registration approaches. Furthermore, the prostate stent and the pelvic bones were segmented using fuzzy c-means to visualize the differences in transformations on the prostate stent with reference to the pelvic bones.

The third experiment investigated the potential for the automatic registration approach to be implemented into clinical practice. This was indirectly validated by extending the manual delineation of the CTV after the automatic registration with the error of the automatic registration. The metrics calculated in the volume overlap experiment were calculated in this experiment, as well. The overlap between the volumes were expected to be higher as the CTV transformed with the automatic registration approach was extended, which was expected also to result in a higher sensitivity.

III. RESULTS

A. Comparison of translational and rotational differences

Figure 1 shows two representative examples of the registration results obtained from the two registration approaches. As seen in the checkerboard representation of the results, similar results of the prostate stent alignment in MR and CT were obtained. Furthermore, both registration approaches obtained an accurate alignment of the prostate stent in transformed MR and CT.

Table 1 shows the translational and rotational difference for the CTV registered with each of the two registration approaches. The translational difference was determined by the distance between the corresponding points from the CTV after registration with each registration approach.
The rotational difference in the z-axis (superior/inferior direction) can be explained by the rotational constraints in the automatic registration approach. In this approach, no rotation about the z-axis was allowed to prevent rotation about the central axis of the stent.

![Sagittal view of the transformed MR, original CT, checkerboard representation of the registration result of the manual registration, and checkerboard representation of the registration result of the automatic registration for two patients.](image)

**Table 1.** The registration translational difference $T_D$ and rotational difference $R_D$ calculated as the absolute difference in image plane between 1000 randomly selected points from the CTV. The mean, standard deviation (SD), and range of the results are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$T_D$ mean ± SD (range)</th>
<th>$R_D$ mean ± SD range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superior/inferior</td>
<td>1.82±1.50 (0.02–9.57)</td>
<td>1.51±1.36 (0.01–5.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior/posterior</td>
<td>1.66±1.01 (0.01–4.61)</td>
<td>3.93±3.79 (0.00–14.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial/lateral</td>
<td>1.93±1.24 (0.00–7.25)</td>
<td>2.09±1.98 (0.01–7.71)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Anatomical overlap
The CTV overlap after registrations measured as the mean DSC was 0.87 ± 0.05 (range 0.77–0.95) and the mean sensitivity was 0.87 ± 0.05 (range 0.74–0.95).

Figure 2 shows the bone and prostate stent segmentations superimposed on the original MR image to visualize the translations and rotations of the pelvic bones and prostate stent.

C. Potential of using automatic registration
The mean registration error calculated as the Euclidean distance for the landmark-based MR-CT registration used in the present study has previously been calculated and can be regarded as the general registration error. The mean error was 1.25 mm and the maximum error was 1.86 mm between the four or five anatomical landmarks. The registration error for the automatic registration is more difficult to determine, but was measured in a previous phantom study to be 0.97 mm computed as a root-mean-square error. This error was extended with a 95% confidence interval to determine the margin, which was added to the CTV. The margin determined by the registration error of the automatic registration was added to the CTV after automatic registration. The overlap was then compared with the original CTV after manual registration.

Figure 3 shows the contour overlap of the registration approaches from the dataset with the largest and the dataset with the smallest difference between the anatomical overlap after registration. The white contour is the extended CTV obtained from the blue contour. It can be seen that there was a larger overlap between the CTV after the manual registration and with the extended CTV.
The mean sensitivity between the manual delineation after manual registration and the extended manual delineation after automatic registration was 0.90 ± 0.05 (range 0.77–0.97). The mean DSC was 0.87 ± 0.05 (range 0.77–0.93). The sensitivity increased as both the rate of true positive voxels increased and the rate of false negative voxels decreased.

IV. DISCUSSION

Several registration approaches have been published and are used for registration of MR and CT images of the prostate. In this paper, a comparison of two of the most widely used approaches, landmark-based registration using manually defined landmarks and voxel property-based registration using mutual information as the similarity measure, is presented. The registrations from the manual landmark-based registration were obtained from the treatment planning process and were, therefore, not performed by the authors, to eliminate any potential observer bias.

The comparison was based on differences in the translations and rotations between the two registration approaches. Also, a manual delineation of the prostate as the CTV for each dataset was used to calculate the anatomical overlap of the prostate in the transformed MR images. Both registration approaches assume no prostate deformation or change in prostate volume caused by differences in rectum or bladder filling between the scans or the use of an endorectal coil. This assumption is supported by studies where the prostate deformation was found to be present, but negligible, compared with the prostate movement relative to the pelvic bones.\(^{15–17}\) A rigid registration will in cases where prostate deformations are present for example when using an endorectal coil result in a reduced coverage of the prostate volume during radiotherapy treatment. The partial volume effect makes the prostate stent appear larger in CT with an increased diameter of less than 1 mm compared with MR. The partial volume effect was addressed in the automatic registration as all computations were performed using trilinear interpolations and in the world coordinate system instead of voxel coordinate system.
Otherwise, the registrations would have introduced a risk that the prostate stent in MR was aligned with one of the stent border in CT instead of an alignment of the central axis in both imaging modalities. No problems caused by partial volume effect could be found in either of the registration approaches. Artifacts are a common problem in CT when fiducial markers are used. The prostate stent in the present study is made of nickel and titanium, which both have a low atomic number. Therefore, the artifacts caused by the prostate stent in CT are less of a problem compared to gold fiducial markers.

The processing time of the automatic registration was in total between 3 and 4 min for each patient. This was merely machine processing time and included saving all intermediate results and without speed improvements. For the manual registration, the time required for a clinician to perform the registration will vary, but typically takes between 10 and 30 min and is entirely manual labor except for the minimization of the distance between the landmarks.

No ground-truth registration exists, which makes visual inspection crucial in order to assess the influence of the difference between the registration approaches. It is possible to perform phantom studies to get closer to the ground truth, as in Korsager et al. Other studies that have compared registrations in brain imaging (e.g. West et al.) have used landmarks defined on implanted fiducial markers after registrations to calculate the difference in transformations (fiducial registration error), and Sarkar et al. used manually defined anatomical landmarks. Studies performing MR-CT registration often define the manual registration as the ground truth and then validate the accuracy of the alternative method based on the differences from the manual registration. However, a manual registration is also prone to errors as it depends on the observers ability to select corresponding landmarks in MR and CT. The interobserver variation of the landmark-based registrations used in this study is unknown but it has previously been studied. Kitamura et al. studied the interobserver variation in the selection of the center of mass of fiducial markers implanted into the prostate gland in CT images. The standard deviation of the variation was 0.4 mm, however, only CT images were used and the variation of marker selection can be assumed to be higher in MR as the fiducial markers are less well defined in MR. De Brabandere et al. compared interobserver variability and uncertainties in seed definition in CT and MRI used for planning prostate brachytherapy. The interobserver variability in seed definition was 1.1 ± 0.5 mm for CT and 3.0 ± 0.9 mm for MR. Huisman et al. compared a manual landmark-based registration with an iterative closest point registration and found that the quality of the landmark-based registration was observer-independent. An automatic registration is not observer-dependent, however, there is a risk that the registration will be trapped in a local extremum or will be anatomically unrealistic. This stresses the importance of visual inspection. The clinical potential of the automatic registration approach was indirectly validated by adding a margin corresponding to the automatic registration error to the CTV and comparing it to the original CTV and manual registration. The validation showed a general good coherence between the registration approaches. The potential also needs to be compared with the uncertainties related to the manual registration.

The error which is used to discuss the clinical potential is most likely an overestimate of the automatic registration error as it is computed as a root-mean-square error and thereby a worst-case estimate, assuming an isotropic error in all three image directions. Furthermore, it is a systematic error determined from one patient. A more appropriate procedure is to find the mean systematic and mean random error for a number of patients and use that to compute the error, which needs to the accounted for in the margin added to the CTV. As the validations have not been performed using the same procedure and datasets, a comparison of the accuracy cannot be performed.

The errors in the registration and the difference between the registration approaches need to be accounted for in radiotherapy planning. This is done by adding a margin to the CTV, which also includes uncertainties related to patient setup errors and prostate position error caused by interfracton movement and by intrafracton movement. However, the benefit of using image registration in prostate cancer radiotherapy is that it enables target delineation in MR, which
has been shown to reduce the delineated volume by about 30%–40%\(^1\)–\(^3\) and has the potential to reduce long-term toxicity.\(^28\) The interfraction movement and intrafraction movement of the prostate can be reduced if the prostate is tracked continuously during all treatments. It is possible using X-ray imaging to monitor the prostate stent and either pause the radiotherapy treatment or to reposition the patient in the treatment system. This will likely enable a reduction of the margin added to the CTV from the currently used of 5 mm to approximately 3–4 mm. However, there is not much that suggests that it will provide a reduction in the side effects of the treatments with the currently used radiation doses.\(^34,35\) The risk of recurrence has been shown to increase if the margin added to CTV is to small.\(^36\) These conditions might change if higher radiation doses are introduced.

In the present study, only \(T_2\)-weighted MR scans were available as they are now used in the clinic to delineate the prostate as the CTV. Other MR modalities, such as Dynamic Contrast Enhanced MRI and Diffusion-weighted MRI, would be appropriate to include to define the tumor and thereby increase confidence in prostate tumor definition.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The results demonstrate comparable registrations between the manual landmark-based registration and the automatic voxel property-based registration. The quality of the automatic MR-CT registration is observer-independent, which improves objectivity and reduces uncertainties in the planning.
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